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With the advent of spectacular advances and recent break throughs in various facets of diseases including molecular aspects, genetics epigenomics immunology, and revolutionary changes in diagnostic armamentarium, we were prompted to review the global public health problem of iron deficiency anaemia. This millennium has witnessed amazing strides that have inundated medical literature by colossal breathtaking advances contributing to enhanced comprehension of molecular profiles and mechanisms of hematologic diseases. As Hematology is a discipline that alliances pathology, molecular genetics and medicine, we have endeavoured to incorporate a wide field in the interest of integration. Despite nay because of the accelerating pace of the advances in the cutting edge technology and molecular profile of diseases, in the opinion of the authors the subject of iron deficiency anaemia has not received the attention it truly deserves. In this context, we are primarily concerned with the welfare of the patients and their families and the main focus of our efforts is for successful therapeutic outcomes. As pathologists, we felt deeply committed to deliver useful information in its best light in any way possible. Hence, we have selected an excellent showcase which will hopefully pave the way for students and residents for continued studies of this very consuming global problem of iron deficiency anaemia. Much of what is embodied herein may demand rethinking in future as hematology analogous to Medicine is changing incessantly. We are deeply indebted to the numerous esteemed experts whose publications were freely consulted and quoted and needless to reiterate that this has infused in us enormous confidence in the preparation of this book. Our heartfelt thanks to Puan Adibah, Chief in charge of publications in USIM for her
unstinted cooperation in processing this publication. Any expression of special thanks to Associate Professor Rosline Hassan and Dr. Prashanta Kumar Das will be insufficient to convey our sincere gratitude for their remarkable and ungrudging help for sparing their precious time for reviewing this piece of work. Admittedly it is well nigh impossible for a book of this nature to be wholly free from human errors, and particularly typographical errors. Nevertheless we hope that readers will find it useful, interesting, illuminating and inspiring. We would also appreciate feedback from the readers for further enhancement of the book.
CHAPTER 1: Introduction

The impetus for presentation of this micro-review is to re-look at the common problem of iron deficiency anaemia with particular reference to current concepts of its pathogenesis, historical perspective and impact on health in human population. Hence this warrants a critical appraisal of the subject. It is appropriate therefore to look into its historical perspective in addition to clearly defining the concept of iron deficiency anaemia as a significant public health problem. It calls for an apt definition of iron deficiency anaemia as it is generally conceived today.

There has been a paradigm shift from the early terminology and concept of nutritional anaemia which was defined by World Health Organisation (WHO) in 1968. It was referred to as a condition in which the haemoglobin content of the blood is lower than normal as a result of deficiency of one or more essential nutrients regardless of the cause of the deficiency. WHO studies in determining the cause of anaemia concluded that iron deficiency which was present in 40% to 90% of pregnant women is the most common cause of nutritional anaemia. This particular shift in emphasis in the concept of iron deficiency was further confirmed by Baker and Demayer (1979). Nutritional anaemia assumed great significance as a large component of global anaemia prevalence and iron deficiency anaemia is now being considered as the most common cause of nutritional anaemia. World Health Organization (WHO) in 1989 stated clearly that iron deficiency is by far the commonest cause of nutritional anaemia; it may be associated with folate deficiency especially during pregnancy (WHO/UNICEF/ICCIDD, 2007).

According to the current definition, anaemia is a condition when the haemoglobin concentration is less than 13.0g/dl in males or less than 11.5g/dl in females (Walter, 1994). It obviously causes a decline
APPENDIX 1

Kinetic approach in the management of patient with anaemia

Anaemia

Reticulocytes count

Low

Reduced RBC production

- Nutritional deficiency (e.g., iron, B12, folate)
- aplastic anaemia
- pure red cell aplasia
- Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS)
- bone marrow infiltration
- drugs

Raised

Blood loss

- Trauma
- malaena
- haematemesis
- menorrhagia
- peptic ulcer
- malignancy
- excessive blood donation
- hemodilysis

Increased RBC destruction

- hereditary spherocytosis
- thalassaemia
- haemoglobinopathies
- autoimmune haemolytic anaemia
- thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP)
- haemolytic uraemic Syndrome (HUS)
- malaria
APPENDIX 2

Morphological approach in the management of patient with anaemia

- **Anaemia**
  - **MCV**
    - Low
    - Normal
    - Raised
      - **Reticulocyte**
        - Raised
        - Normal / low
          - Thalassaemia Major
          - other thalasaemia Syndromes eg; S-β thal, E-β thal
        - IDA
        - lead poisoning
        - thalassaemia trait
        - sideroblastic anaemia
        - ACD
        - enzyme disorders eg; G6PD def
        - immune disorders eg; AIHA
        - MAHA
        - infection induced hemolysis
        - megaloblastic anaemia ie; B12 & folate deficiency
        - MDS
        - LGL
        - alcoholic
        - liver disease
        - hypothyroidism
        - membrane disorders eg; HS, HE
        - haemoglobinopathies eg HbSS, HbSC
        - Congenital AA
        - Diamondblackfan, Fanconi's anaemia
        - Acquired AA
        - BM infiltration by malignancies
        - aplastic crisis with underlying hemolysis eg; HS, sickle cell disease
        - hypersplenism
        - ACD

**MCV** = Mean Cell Volume
**ACD** = Anaemia of Chronic Disease
**G6PD** = Glucose - 6 - Phosphate Dehydrogenase
**AIHA** = Autoimmune Hemolytic Anaemia
**MAHA** = Microangiopathic Hemolytic Anaemia
**MSD** = Myelodysplastic Syndrome
**LGL** = Large Granular Lymphocyte Leukaemia
**HS** = Hereditary Spherocytosis
**HE** = Hereditary Elliptocytosis
**AA** = Aplastic Anaemia
Appendix

Diagnostic approach to children with pallor

![Diagram]

- **Anaemia**
  - **Raised Reticulocyte count**
    - **MCV**
      - **Low**
        - Thalassaemia major
        - other thalassaemia syndrome eg; S-β thal, E-β thal
      - **Normal**
      - **Raised**
        - enzyme disorders eg; G6PD def
        - immune disorders eg; AIHA
        - MAHA
        - infection induced hemolysis
  - **Normal or Low Reticulocyte count**
    - **MCV**
      - **Low**
        - IDA
        - lead poisoning
        - thalassaemia trait
        - sideroblastic anaemia
        - ACD
      - **Normal**
      - **Raised**
        - megaloblastic anaemia eg; B12 and folate deficiency

- **MCV** = Mean Cell Volume
- **ACD** = Anaemia of Chronic Disease
- **G6PD** = Glucose - 6 - Phosphate Dehydrogenase
- **AIHA** = Autoimmune Hemolytic Anaemia
- **MAHA** = Microangiopathic Hemolytic Anaemia
- **HS** = Hereditary Spherocytosis
- **HE** = Hereditary Elliptocytosis
- **AA** = Aplastic Anaemia
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